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The Creative Process
For AS/A2, IB, Foundation and 
BTEC Level 3 Students

• David Mach RA Sculptor

• Hannah Starkey Photographer

• Rosalind Wyatt Textile artist and calligrapher

• One more artist to be announced!

Monday 16th November 2015

10.45 - 16.00

Butterworth Hall
Warwick Arts Centre
University of Warwick
Coventry CV4 7AL

Art & Design 
Warwick



The Creative Process
Monday 16th November 2015

 

Join us for an exciting and visually stimulating programme 
which will give students the opportunity to:

David Mach RA is a Scottish sculptor and installation artist.  Mass-produced materials are 
often the starting point for his art; he says he uses them to reach another audience.  The 
range of materials is wide: matches, bricks, tyres, cars, magazines and wire coat hangers. 
David Mach will talk about his sculpture, installations and collages, through three decades 
from student work at the RCA to the present day.

Art from mass-produced materials 
David Mach RA

• Meet and learn from leading internationally recognised artists;

• Understand the context for their work;

• Hear them talk about their approaches and methods in making art;

• Learn how they make a living as artists.



Hannah Starkey is a British photographer who specialises in staged settings of women in 
urban environments.  She describes her work as ‘explorations of everyday experiences and 
observations of inner city life from a female perspective’.  She draws inspiration from her 
experiences during her early teenage years and the airless, confused sensibilities of youths 
with nothing to do and too much on their minds.  She trained at the Royal College of Art 
and has exhibited internationally. The British photographer will discuss her work and career, 
and reveal how detail, depth and intricately constructed compositions form the basis for her 
realistic, reflective and often ambiguous images.  

Untitled 
Hannah Starkey

Rosalind Wyatt in a studio-based artist who initially trained in calligraphy then textiles.  Since 
graduating from the RCA her practice has developed to include commissions in the fields of 
design, fashion, TV and film.  Her work brings together three elements - art, life and lettering. 
In this session, she will explore what happens when you form a letter, and will include an 
exciting live interactive calligraphy artwork demonstration.

Art, life and lettering 
Rosalind Wyatt
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Venue

Butterworth Hall, Warwick Arts Centre,
University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL

• Modern purpose-built lecture theatre
• Excellent visibility and professional A/V systems
• Café and restaurant
• Main line and local rail connections
• Direct bus services
• Easy access from all motorways
• On-site parking available

Booking Instructions

Bookings can only be accepted from schools or 
colleges. Please book via our website, email us or 
call us, giving your name, school, contact details, the 
study day title and date and the number of student 
and staff tickets required. We will send a confirmation 
that includes payment details and our cancellation 
policy.  We will normally accept cancellations or amend 
reservations up to 28 days before the event.

Details of public transport, a map of the venue and 
other information will be emailed with your tickets 
approximately 14 days before the event. 

Ticket Price

£19
Plus one COMPLIMENTARY staff ticket per 10 students
*VAT may be reclaimable please check with your finance department

+VAT*
per student

For full details of all our study days visit  
www.thetrainingpartnership.org.uk
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